
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES 

 

DPM 

Test DPM & Cables 

LED Sequence OK & Display is not readable 

1. Turn OFF the DPM 
2. Turn ON the DPM 
3. No Difference? ⇒ Reload FW 
4. No Difference? ⇒ Replace “Display” PCB of the DPM 

LED Sequence is not OK 

1. Turn OFF the DPM 
2. Turn ON the DPM 
3. No Difference? ⇒ Reload FW 
4. No Difference? ⇒ Replace “Processor” PCB of the DPM 

LED Sequence is OK & SRM Mechanics is OK 

1. With the power OFF, unscrew terminals p6 and p9 as indicated in the photo below and free the 
corresponding wires 

2. Turn the power ON and connect the SRM to the DPM using the SRM cable 
3. Briefly touch the p6-connected wire to the electrical ground point and register any movement of 

the striking mechanism.  
4. Striker mechanism moves = TRUE ⇒ the first solenoid and the related wiring of the SRM cable 

are intact  ⇒ otherwise  ⇒ Step 7 
5. Briefly touch the p9-connected wire to the electrical ground point and register any movement of 

the striking mechanism.  
6. Striker mechanism moves = TRUE ⇒ the second solenoid and the related wiring of the SRM 

cable are intact  ⇒ otherwise  ⇒ Step 7 

7. Return the wires to their original locations at p6 and p9. 
8. Measure the voltage between the P6 and the electrical ground point and between the P9 and 

the electrical ground point. The expected voltage should be close to 28V. Continue the voltage 
monitoring for at least 60 seconds, and observe if voltage is staying at a steady level or has short 
regular variations. 
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9. Voltage is close to 28 V and the variations are observed = TRUE ⇒ Call Tech Support, otherwise 
⇒ “Fix DPM/Replace Cable” 
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